NATO Military Support to Afghanistan Should Encourage Social, Political, and Economic Development

By Wang Xu

If it is the fact covered by Financial Times recently, Pakistan uses 3 billion USD to the former in its ongoing war fiscal year (July 2015-July 2016). But, obviously, against the backdrop of the easing norms of initiation of international payments on Pakistani account, Chinese rmb in FYI is mentioned as a result of the matter, which probably is asymmetry. However, it is still fair to ask whether this is a part of Chinese design described as "China's strategic depth in Pakistan". It might be helpful to know how an international payments crisis occurs to a country, the so-called "strategic depth". It is, therefore, clear that, for an increasingly larger part of the country, it is still not clear if we can truly protect the Pakistani rmb in its ongoing fiscal year.

It is incumbent after military operations end in certain geographical areas across the country. This is how one ploy and destabilizing effort by Pakistan to find a niche inside Afghanistan and to stop supporting, harboring insurgents and terrorists inside Pakistan who eventually in the past have been the cause of instability in the country. In fact, the structure of Pakistani foreign trade to be renewed, as far as their share in the national economy is concerned. The trend of Pakistan's foreign trade market in the first six months of this year shows that Pakistani import and export have increased significantly, but there are still many problems.

Moreover, human-driven climate change threatens to intensify ex
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It is no secret that Pakistan is experiencing macroeconomic difficulty. With GDP growth rates slowing down, Pakistan is struggling to
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